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ABSTRACT 
 

The visual attention span (VAS) deficit hypothesis in developmental dyslexia posits that a subset 
of dyslexic individuals shows a multielement parallel processing deficit due to reduced visual attention 
capacity.  However, the attention-based interpretation of poor performance on visual attention span tasks 
is hotly debated.  After presentation of the different paradigms that have been used for VAS assessment, 
we assess evidence in support or against a visual interpretation of the VAS deficit. We first review 
evidence from oral report tasks and verbal material to discuss alternative phonologically-based 
interpretations of the deficit. We then focus on results from symbol string processing tasks to question 
generalization of the VAS deficit to non-linguistic material.   To provide further insights on the verbal 
versus visual attention interpretation of the VAS deficit, we explore how VAS relates to other reading-
related cognitive skills and then turn to neuroimaging studies that explored the neural underpinnings of 
VAS. Last, we identify the visual and visual attention mechanisms involved in string processing and 
question potential effects of visual short-term memory on VAS performance. The overview clarifies the 
debate on what is being measured through visual attention span tasks and how to interpret the visual 
attention span deficit in developmental dyslexia. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Developmental dyslexia is a specific reading 
acquisition disorder that affects children of 
normal intelligence, who show no neurological or 
psychiatric disorder, have no basic sensory 
deficits and benefited from adequate educational 
opportunities. Decades of research have led to 
emphasize the role of phonological deficits, 
mainly characterized by poor phoneme awareness 
--an inability to identify and manipulate 
phonemes-- and poor letter-sound mapping, in 
developmental dyslexia [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, 
it has become increasingly clear that a single 
phonological deficit could hardly account for the 
heterogeneity of the dyslexic population [7, 8, 9, 
10].  

Beyond its phonological features, reading 
is a visual task that relies on accurate 
identification of letters and parallel letter 
processing for efficient word recognition. The 
visual attention span (VAS) deficit hypothesis 
posits that a subset of dyslexic individuals suffers 
from poor visual attention capacity, which limits 
the number of distinct visual elements they can 
process simultaneously in a multi-element array, 
yielding reduced VAS [11,12]. The VAS deficit 
hypothesis has attracted growing interest in recent 
years. While some research did report evidence in 
support of the theory, others have questioned its 
significance [13, 14, 15]. Indeed, the predominant 
use of alphanumeric characters (letters or digits) 
and oral report tasks to estimate VAS ability 
raised doubts on the purely visual interpretation of 
the deficit. Obviously, oral report tasks require 
verbal processing, so that poor performance might 
just as well reflect a problem with verbal coding, 
rapid naming or verbal short-term memory, thus 
supporting interpretations more in line with the 
phonological theory of developmental dyslexia 
[16, 17, 18, 19]. The use of non-verbal tasks and 
non-verbal material was viewed as a critical issue 
to disentangle the visual versus phonological 
interpretation of the deficit. However, 
inconsistent results emerged. Some studies 
showed atypical performance in dyslexic 
individuals but for the verbal strings only, while 
other studies reported deficits of similar 
amplitude regardless of the verbal or non-verbal 
nature of the stimuli.  

The purpose of the present paper is to 
provide an overview of available evidence in 
support, or against, phonological or visual 
interpretations of the VAS deficit in 
developmental dyslexia. We first focus on 

behavioral evidence from the oral report tasks of 
VAS to question whether poor performance on 
these tasks provides strong evidence for a 
phonological, verbal short-term memory or 
visual-to-verbal mapping deficit. We then review 
inconsistent evidence from symbol string 
processing and question to what extent the report 
of impaired alphanumeric string processing but 
unimpaired symbol string processing provides 
strong evidence against the visual attentional 
account. Studies on the relationship between VAS 
and other reading-related cognitive skills provides 
further insights on the nature of VAS. Then, we 
extend the review to studies on the cerebral 
correlates of VAS to explore whether VAS relates 
to phonological or attentional brain networks. 
Last, we identify the types of visual or visual 
attention deficits that might impact performance 
on VAS tasks and argue that VAS primarily 
reflects the amount of visual attention capacity 
that is deployed over the letter string during 
processing.  
 

2. How is the visual attention span 
measured? 

 
In their princeps paper, Bosse, Tainturier 

& Valdois [11] defined VAS as the number of 
distinct visual elements that can be processed 
simultaneously in a multi-element array. In this 
paper, as in many subsequent studies (see 
supplementary material for an overview), VAS 
was estimated through tasks of whole and partial 
letter report [11, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].  In these tasks, 
consonant strings (e.g., R V S N T) are displayed 
for a short duration at the center of the computer 
screen and the participant is asked to orally report 
either all of the letters, regardless of their position 
(whole report paradigm), or a single post-cued 
letter (partial report paradigm). Standard VAS 
assessment includes the two whole and partial 
letter report paradigms, together with a control 
task of single letter identification threshold.  The 
use of these tasks revealed that, despite accurate 
and fast single letter processing, a subset of 
dyslexic individuals exhibited impaired 
performance on the letter report paradigms, which 
was interpreted as reflecting a VAS deficit [10, 
11, 25, 26, 27].  
 The whole and partial report tasks share 
two common features that are the hallmarks of 
VAS. The array is displayed for a short enough 
time (≤200ms) to prevent useful eye movements 
and ensure parallel processing within a single 
fixation [28]. The two tasks require the processing 
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of multiple elements at once. This even holds for 
partial report since the location of the target is 
unpredictable and the location cue is only 
displayed at the offset of the multielement string. 
An array of paradigms was subsequently designed 
to assess VAS (for details see supplementary 
material), including tasks of non-oral partial 
report [ 17, 29, 30, 31], visual-1 back [16, 32, 33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39], two-alternative forced 
choice [18, 19, 40, 41,42] and categorization [43, 
44, 45, 46,47]. If the constraints of brief visual 
display and multielement processing were met in 
most studies, differences in the implementation of 
these paradigms may have had a non-trivial 
impact on performance and explain some 
discrepancy between the reported findings, which 
will be discussed below. Of course, performance 
on tasks that require the processing of a single 
target whose location in the string is fully 
predictable [48] or those that do not limit 
presentation time enough to ensure parallel 
processing [49] cannot be taken as evidence pro 
or against the VAS deficit hypothesis. 
 

3. How to interpret performance on VAS 
tasks? 

 
Behavioral evidence from alphanumeric 
strings. 

There is a relative consensus that dyslexic 
individuals, as a group, are impaired on VAS oral 
report tasks [4, 10, 11, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 29, 30, 45, 50, 51, 52, 53, but 16]. Most of 
the concerns were about the interpretation of 
impaired performance on these tasks. Because of 
their verbal dimension, the locus of the deficit 
may not reside in impaired visual attention but 
rather in a verbal short-term memory (STM) or 
visual-to-verbal mapping deficit [16, 19].  

A verbal STM account of poor 
performance on VAS tasks makes several 
predictions that might be experimentally assessed. 
Two straightforward predictions are that the VAS 
deficit should be found in individuals with 
impaired STM and should be higher in the whole 
than in partial report condition, since the former 
requires the oral report of the whole set of items. 
To our knowledge, no group study directly 
addressed these issues. However, available data 
do not provide strong support for these 
predictions. First, several case studies have shown 
that a VAS deficit could occur in dyslexic 
individuals who had preserved language and 
verbal STM skills [21, 22, 24, 54, 55] while other 
dyslexic individuals showed normal VAS despite 

impaired verbal STM [22, 56]. Second, the deficit 
where observed in the whole report condition was 
further found in partial report [4, 10, 11, 25] and 
scores on the two tasks were substantially 
correlated (correlation coefficients from .44 to .71 
[10, 11, 25, 31, 32, 57, 58]. Unfortunately, no 
study provided direct comparison between 
performance in whole and partial report. 
Inspection of scores does suggest slightly higher 
performance in partial than in whole report [4, 10, 
11, 26]. However, even if proved significant, a 
partial report over whole report advantage should 
not be taken as straightforward evidence that 
verbal STM affects performance in VAS tasks. A 
partial report advantage might reflect purely 
visual mechanisms.  Indeed, in the absence of 
backward masking, information on the whole 
letter string remains active in iconic memory in 
both the whole and partial report conditions. 
Presentation of the post-cue immediately at the 
offset of the letter string might yield attention 
shifting towards target location on the iconic 
memory trace [59], which might induce slightly 
better target identification in partial than in global 
report. Further investigation is required to check 
reliability of the partial report advantage and, if 
any, whether this advantage can be abolished by 
presentation of a backward mask preventing 
further processing in iconic memory at the offset 
of the letter string.  

Three studies were designed to more 
directly address the verbal, STM and visual-to-
verbal account of poor VAS performance. In the 
first study, dyslexic participants were 
administered both the standard whole letter report 
task and a variant of the task with concurrent 
counting to prevent online verbal encoding [23]. 
It was reasoned that if performance in whole 
report was due to verbal coding and/or verbal 
rehearsal, then the concurrent verbal condition 
would greatly reduce VAS performance in typical 
readers. Furthermore, dyslexic performance 
would be only minimally affected by the 
concurrent verbal task assuming that their 
performance was already impacted by impaired 
STM in the standard version of the task. In 
disagreement with these predictions, typical 
readers only showed slightly lower performance 
in the task with concurrent counting and the 
deficit was of similar amplitude with or without 
concurrent verbalization in the dyslexic 
population. The second study compared 
performance on two tasks that similarly involved 
rapid mapping of letters onto phonology and 
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maintenance of letter names in STM but required 
either simultaneous or sequential multi-element 
visual processing [53]. It was assumed that a 
verbal account would predict similar poor 
performance regardless of variations in visual 
presentation. Against this prediction, the dyslexic 
participants were as efficient as typical readers to 
report letter names when the letters were 
sequentially presented one at a time but their 
performance drastically dropped when the letters 
were simultaneously displayed. In the third study, 
the standard whole report paradigm was 
administered using either letters, digits or colors 
[23]. Although the three versions of the tasks 
similarly required rapid naming and maintenance 
of stimuli names in STM, dyslexic children were 
not similarly impaired whatever stimuli type. A 
deficit was reported in the report tasks using 
alphanumeric material but dyslexic participants 
performed like typical readers in the color report 
task. In showing that VAS performance is only 
minimally affected by suppression of verbal 
coding and verbal rehearsal and that poor VAS 
performance does not extend to all the tasks that 
involve oral report and verbal STM, the overall 
findings provide little support to the verbal 
account of VAS performance.  

However, one might argue that these 
findings are not any more in support of the visual 
account. If the deficit was specific to 
simultaneous multi-element processing as 
suggested by the second study and the VAS deficit 
hypothesis, then against evidence from the third 
study, similarly worse performance should be 
expected in every task involving multi-element 
simultaneous processing. Although these findings 
are intriguing and may appear contradictory at 
first glance, it is worth noting that similar 
performance as typical readers for color strings 
does not reflect the fact that dyslexic individuals 
processed color strings more efficiently than letter 
or digit strings. Actually, performance was very 
similar regardless of stimuli type in the dyslexic 
population, which contrasts with the pattern of 
performance of typical readers who found more 
challenging to process strings of colors than of 
letters or digits (see also [33]). An alternative 
interpretation that would deserve further 
investigation might be that typical readers are 
more sensitive to the visual familiarity of 
multielement strings than dyslexic readers.  

 

Behavioral evidence from symbol string 
processing 

Since the definition of the VAS deficit 
encompasses all types of visual stimuli, dyslexic 
individuals should perform worse than typical 
readers not only on letter or digit report tasks but 
further on non-verbal tasks using non-
alphanumeric stimuli [17, 18, 19, 32]. Impairment 
on symbol-strings would sideline any 
phonological/verbal interpretation and provide 
strong support for the VAS theory.  

A series of studies was designed to test the 
ability of dyslexic individuals to process strings of 
unknown, non-nameable, items (like pseudo-
letters, unknown geometrical shapes, characters 
from foreign alphabets…, referred to as 
“symbols” here after). Results were rather 
inconsistent. Some studies reported worse 
symbol-string processing performance in dyslexic 
than typical readers [38, 40, 41, 45] while others 
failed to find a deficit on symbol-strings [16, 18, 
33] and so, even when the same participants did 
exhibit a deficit on alphanumeric strings [17, 19, 
33]. An overview of relevant studies (see 
supplementary material) highlights the large 
variety of paradigms that were used and non-
trivial differences in the implementation of each 
paradigm.  

Different paradigms of visual-1back [16, 
33, 38], two-alternative forced-choice [17, 18, 19, 
40, 41] and categorization [45] were adopted 
across studies to explore symbol-string 
processing. This variety contrasts with the relative 
consistent use of similar oral report tasks to 
explore alphanumeric multielement simultaneous 
processing. However, the use of different 
paradigms would unlikely account for the 
reported inconsistencies. Indeed, evidence for a 
deficit in symbol-string processing comes from as 
many different paradigms as evidence of 
preserved symbol-string processing. Moreover, 
opposite results have been reported despite using 
the same paradigm. For example, both Yeari et al. 
[18] and Jones et al. [40] used the two-alternative 
forced-choice (2AFC) paradigm, initially 
proposed by Pammer et al. [41,42], in which a 
target five-symbol string was briefly displayed 
followed by a mask; then two symbol-strings were 
presented and the participant was asked to select 
the string that strictly matched the target (motor 
response). Using this same paradigm and identical 
instructions, Yeari et al. [18] reported no deficit in 
the dyslexic population while Jones et al. [40] 
found worse performance in dyslexic than typical 
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readers, as previously reported by Pammer et al. 
[41].  

An alternative explanation of 
contradictory results may reside in the way the 
different paradigms were implemented. To go 
back to the previous example, Jones et al. (2008) 
administered a task that was strictly identical to 
that of Pammer et al. [41] while the task 
administered by Yeari et al. [18] differed from the 
original one in the way the alternative strings were 
generated. Far from being trivial, this had for 
consequence that accurate performance on two 
third of the trials could follow from accurate 
processing of the sole symbol at fixation in the 
former studies while the same strategy would only 
marginally affect performance in the latter. Given 
that the symbol at fixation is best identified in fast 
symbol-string processing [60], differences in the 
way the paradigm was implemented made the task 
easier in Pammer et al. [41] and Jones et al. [40] 
than in Yeari et al. [18]. This is attested by the 
report of higher task sensitivity in the former two 
studies and close to chance level performance for 
both typical and dyslexic readers in the latter. 
Differences in task difficulty/sensitivity may well 
be the factor that best account for opposite reports 
of the presence or absence of deficits in dyslexic 
individuals. Although specific studies comparing 
performance between different versions of the 
tasks would be useful to strengthen this 
hypothesis, inspection of task designs and 
reported levels of performance suggests that 
failure to report a deficit in the dyslexic 
population cooccurs with the use of challenging 
tasks yielding very low performance in typical 
readers.  An excessively high level of errors 
characterized typical readers’ performance on 
symbol strings in Collis et al. [17]’s study (from 
60% to 80% errors). Dyslexic performance was 
close to chance level on all string positions except 
at fixation in the 2AFC task used in Ziegler et al. 
[19]’s study.  

The very low level of performance of 
typical readers reported for symbol-strings in 
these studies contrasts with the reasonable level of 
performance they reached in the study of Lobier 
et al. [45]. Discrepancy between Lobier et al. 
[45]’s findings and the other studies is not 
surprising. There is now ample evidence that even 
expert readers cannot identify briefly presented 
symbol-strings efficiently [28, 48, 61]. To 
improve performance in single symbol processing 
prior to administrating the experimental task, 
participants in the Lobier et al. [45]’s study were 
not only familiarized with the different categories 

of symbols but further trained to attribute each 
individual symbol to the appropriate category. 
Furthermore, assuming that visual processing 
entails accumulating evidence that a stimulus 
belongs to a visual category (based on within-
category shared general features) before being 
able to identify a specific stimulus within each 
category (based on target-specific features), 
participants were asked to categorize target 
symbols as belonging to a given category rather 
than identifying them among distractors, as 
typically done in the other studies. As a result, 
typical readers were as efficient at processing 
symbol- as letter- or digit-strings, which left room 
to highlight poorer performance in dyslexic 
individuals.  

Overall, one can hardly draw solid 
conclusions in support or against the VAS deficit 
hypothesis from these inconsistent findings. 
Further studies are needed to explore to what 
extent the poor performance of typical readers for 
symbol-strings would primarily reflect low visual 
familiarity with symbols and whether the gap 
between dyslexic and typical readers’ 
performance depends on whether the task is more 
or less challenging for typical readers. Another 
important issue to clarify the debate would require 
controlling that the symbols presented within 
strings do not correspond to known verbal labels. 
Indeed, the use of nameable stimuli --like color 
patches [33], known geometrical shapes [33] or 
keyboard characters (like %, ?, @, <, &, ! or }; 
[17, 19])—as symbols is rather puzzling. 
 
The VAS relationship with other reading-
related cognitive skills  

The verbal or visual interpretation of VAS 
performance further makes different predictions 
on the deficits that should accompany the VAS 
deficit in developmental dyslexia. If verbally-
driven, the VAS deficit would be prone to overlap 
with phonological deficits. The relationship 
between VAS and PA was the most often 
investigated. Most of the studies that measured 
both PA skills (through tasks of phoneme 
deletion, segmentation or acronyms, or tasks of 
alliteration or rhyme fluency), and VAS 
performance through letter report tasks very 
consistently concluded to the absence of 
relationship between the two measures [10, 11, 
26, 30, 31, 50, 51, 52].  However, strong 
relationships were reported between VAS and 
some specific PA tasks. For example, Bosse et al. 
([11], study 2) reported significant correlations 
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between VAS and performance on the spoonerism 
task – a task that requires exchanging the onsets 
of two given words-- but not between VAS and 
the PA tasks of alliteration or rhyme fluency. 
Several other studies that based their PA 
assessment on spoonerisms also reported 
significant correlations with VAS performance 
[25, 33, 57, 62]. In the same way, van den Boer et 
al. [63] found significant correlations between 
VAS and phoneme deletion but only for the most 
challenging version of the task. No significant 
relationship was found when the task required to 
delete a single phoneme from a pseudo-word 
(e.g., say tral without r) but the relationships were 
found significant when the phoneme to be deleted 
occurred twice in the pseudo-word (e.g., say 
gepgral without g). In the same way, significant 
correlations were reported in all subsequent 
studies that used this phoneme double deletion 
task [64,65,66]. As a phonological interpretation 
of the VAS-PA relationship would extend to all 
PA tasks, the overall findings suggest that the two 
measures of PA and VAS tap different cognitive 
processes and that performance on letter report 
VAS tasks would unlikely reflect the 
phonological processes involved in PA tasks. 
Evidence for a relationship with some specific PA 
tasks requires further investigation to identify 
what are the mechanisms involved in the tasks of 
spoonerisms and double deletion that might 
explain the reported relationship with VAS 
performance.  

Common features between VAS and PA 
would further predict comorbidity of the 
phonological and VAS deficits in the dyslexic 
population. Contrary to this expectation, the share 
of dyslexic individuals who exhibited both 
deficits was very consistently found lower than 
the share exhibiting one single deficit on either the 
phonological or VAS measures [10, 11, 25, 26, 
51]. However, a larger overlap was reported 
between phonological and VAS deficits when 
both PA and rapid automatized naming (RAN) 
were taken as markers of the phonological deficit 
[4].  

It is worth noting that the visual-to-verbal 
mapping account of VAS performance would 
predict privileged links between VAS and RAN, 
since RAN requires rapid naming of arrays of 
visual elements. Although nonsignificant 
relationships between VAS and RAN were 
sometimes reported [41, 50], most studies 
concluded to the existence of substantial 

correlations between the two skills [4, 25, 30, 33, 
40, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. In a recent paper, de 
Jong & van den Boer [67] examined the nature of 
the relationship between VAS and RAN in typical 
readers. They estimated VAS using the whole 
report paradigm and examined its relation with 
two formats of RAN. In the discrete format, letters 
and digits were presented one at a time and had to 
be successively named. In the serial format, they 
were simultaneously displayed in rows, following 
the original paradigm of Denckla & Rudel [68]. 
The authors reported moderate correlations 
between VAS and serial RAN but no significant 
correlations between VAS and discrete RAN. As 
both discrete and serial RAN involve similar rapid 
retrieval of verbal codes from visual 
alphanumeric characters, their findings suggest 
that the relationship between VAS and serial 
RAN, when observed, cannot be attributed to the 
mapping between visual elements and 
phonological codes. To the contrary, their 
investigation suggests that the VAS paradigm and 
serial RAN might share common visual processes. 
In particular, the overlap might be due to the 
involvement of parallel processing of multiple 
visual elements in serial RAN as in VAS tasks (for 
converging evidence, see Valdois, Zaher, Mandin 
& Bosse [69]).   

On the other hand, if it was visually-
driven, we would expect VAS performance to 
relate with performance on purely visual tasks, in 
particular those that relate with reading 
development [70, 71, 72].  The results of two 
studies support this prediction. Germano et al. 
[51] reported substantial correlations between 
performance on the letter whole report VAS task 
and tasks of visual perception that required the 
matching of visual shapes that differed in size or 
orientation. Lallier, Donnadieu & Valdois [73] 
showed that performance on the whole and partial 
letter report VAS tasks related to visual search 
performance, but only when the target did not 
pop-out, thus requiring serial attentional 
processing of subsets of visual elements.  Further 
studies are required to explore more in depth the 
relationship between VAS and purely visual tasks. 
In particular, these studies would assess whether 
the relationship is specific to the visual tasks that 
involve multi-element parallel processing, as 
expected following the VAS theory. 
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Evidence from neuroimaging studies 
 

Some neuroimaging studies were designed to 
identify the neural underpinnings of VAS in order 
to contribute to the debate on the visual or 
phonological account of poor VAS performance 
in developmental dyslexia. The rational was that 
a phonologically-driven VAS deficit should be 
found associated with atypical functioning of the 
brain regions of the language network while 
involvement of the attentional network brain 
regions would support a visual attentional 
account. 

Decades of research in neurosciences have led 
to identify the different brain networks that are 
associated with either language skills or visual 
attentional processing. Language abilities relate to 
the perisylvian brain network within the left 
hemisphere, including inferior frontal areas, the 
superior temporal cortex and the inferior parietal 
lobule [74]. Reduced activation of these brain 
regions has been highlighted in relation with 
phonological and visual-verbal mapping deficits 
in developmental dyslexia [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. 
Otherwise, neuroimaging studies have revealed 
that visuo-spatial attention relates to posterior 
brain areas bilaterally, including the temporal 
parietal junction, the superior parietal lobule and 
the frontal eye fields [80,81]. Because of its 
implication in selective attention and in the 
binding of features for the recognition of visual 
stimuli, the parietal cortex might be more 
specifically involved in learning to read and 
developmental dyslexia [82,83].  

The studies carried out to identify the cerebral 
correlates of VAS in typical readers (adults or 
children) showed involvement of the superior 
parietal lobules (SPLs) bilaterally during the 
simultaneous processing of multiple visual 
elements [43, 44, 46, 84, 85]; see supplementary 
material for an overview).  Parietal activations 
were very consistently reported either using tasks 
of categorization [43, 46], oral report [84] or 
string comparison [85]. Moreover, parietal 
involvement in typical readers did not differ 
whether the elements within strings were symbols 
or alphanumeric characters [43]. Assuming that a 
VAS deficit only characterizes a subset of the 
dyslexic population [10, 11, 26, 51], fMRI studies 
were administered to dyslexic individuals who 
were a priori selected to show a VAS deficit on 
the standard oral report tasks behaviorally. 
Reduced SPLs activation was systematically 
reported in VAS-impaired dyslexic readers [24, 
44, 46, 84, 85]. Critically, fMRI investigation 

revealed similar under-activation of the SPLs 
regardless of character type, either alphanumeric 
characters or symbols. In support of the VAS 
deficit attention-based interpretation, the 
available findings suggest that multielement 
simultaneous processing deficit at the behavioral 
level relates to atypical activation of brain regions 
(the SPLs) that belong to the dorsal attentional 
network. Furthermore, against the verbal 
interpretation, the verbal or non-verbal nature of 
the stimuli does not modulate parietal 
involvement in multi-character simultaneous 
processing. 

Stronger evidence to disentangle the verbal 
versus attention account of poor performance on 
VAS tasks would require demonstrating first that 
VAS-impaired dyslexic individuals with parietal 
under-activation do show normal language brain 
network activity; second, that individuals with a 
unique phonological deficit show preserved 
activation of the SPLs. A single research reporting 
neuroimaging data from two case-studies 
addressed this issue [47]. The participants were 
selected to show double dissociation of 
phonological and VAS deficits at the behavioral 
level. Neuroimaging investigation revealed 
contrasted patterns of brain activation that 
mirrored the reported cognitive double-
dissociation. The participant with a unique VAS 
deficit showed reduced activity of the SPLs in 
multielement processing but normal perisylvian 
functioning during phonological processing. The 
participant with a unique phonological deficit 
showed the reverse pattern, namely perisylvian 
underactivation but preserved SPLs functioning. 
If replicated through larger samples, such findings 
should be of critical significance to strengthen the 
attention-based interpretation of VAS 
performance.  

Two further findings from the follow-up of a 
VAS-impaired dyslexic child and from 
assessment of a brain-damaged patient who 
suffered bilateral damage of the SPLs at the adult 
age provide further support for an attention-based 
VAS interpretation. The dyslexic child exhibited 
a unique VAS-deficit associated with under-
activation of the parietal regions at initial testing. 
Intensive VAS-targeted training yielded 
improvement of her VAS oral report performance 
that was accompanied by bilateral activation 
increase of the SPL [24]. Investigation of the adult 
patient revealed a severe VAS deficit on letter oral 
report tasks following bilateral damage of the 
SPLs but preserved oral language and verbal 
short-term memory skills [86]. Furthermore, as 
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previously reported for VAS-impaired dyslexic 
children, the patient demonstrated preserved 
ability in the verbal STM taxing task of sequential 
report in which she had to orally recall the names 
of series of letters that were presented sequentially 
one at a time. She only failed when oral naming 
relied on parallel processing of letters within 
strings. Results from these two studies support a 
specific link between VAS performance, even 
when measured on oral report tasks, and the dorsal 
attention network. 

The overall findings suggest that VAS 
performance relates to the activation of parietal 
regions within the dorsal attention network, that 
these parietal regions are similarly activated by 
VAS tasks either using verbal or non-verbal 
material, and that variations in SPLs functioning 
do impact performance on VAS oral report tasks 
without affecting verbal or STM skills. 
Interestingly, the activation of the SPLs was 
found to covary with activation of the visual word 
form area [44, 85, 87, 88; see also 89], suggesting 
that the VAS neurobiological underpinnings 
relate to the orthographic hub of the reading 
neuronal network, well in agreement with 
evidence for a privileged relationship between 
orthographic knowledge and VAS skills [62, 66, 
69, 90, 91]. A VAS deficit in dyslexic individuals 
might thus reflect abnormal functioning of a 
cerebral network that is dedicated to the 
simultaneous processing of multielement visual 
arrays and is in particular involved in word-
specific orthographic knowledge.  

 
What kind of visual deficit? 
 

Independently of the verbal issue, there is no 
doubt that performance on VAS tasks relies on a 
variety of visual processes for the analysis of the 
input multi-character string. Hence, another 
important issue is to identify the visual 
mechanisms at play. This would help defining the 
experimental conditions required to specifically 
assess the visual-attention-based account of poor 
VAS performance in dyslexic individuals.  
 

In line with evidence that word recognition in 
reading is letter-based [92], the ability to process 
letter/digit or symbol strings depends on how 
efficiently each letter, digit or symbol can be 
recognized within strings. Accurate recognition of 
characters within strings is modulated by three 
factors: character complexity, visual similarity 
between targets and competitors, and crowding. 

Each of these three factors might affect 
performance on VAS tasks.  

There is evidence that identification 
efficiency closely relates to visual complexity 
[28]. In the case of letters, some written languages 
use visually more complex letters than others; this 
is in particular true for the Arabic language [93]. 
If letter visual complexity impacts letter string 
processing, then strings of Roman letters should 
be easier to identify than strings of Arabic letters. 
This is indeed the case; Arabic skilled readers 
have lower performance in Arabic-letter-string 
processing than French or Spanish skilled readers 
in Roman-letter-string processing, which yields 
lower VAS in Arabic [94]. Assuming that VAS 
performance is modulated by the visual 
complexity of characters, any attention-based 
interpretation of differential performance 
depending on character type, would require strict 
matching of alphanumeric and symbol strings in 
visual complexity, which was not systematically 
done [16, 17, 33].  

Visual similarity driven by shared features is 
another factor that affects letter recognition [95]. 
In reading, delayed recognition of letters that 
share more visual features with competitor letters 
contributes to slow down word recognition [96, 
97, 98, 99, 100; for a review, see 101].  In the same 
way, we would expect performance in symbol 
strings to vary depending on the visual similarity 
between targets and distractors. Visual similarity 
was manipulated by Yeari et al. [18], showing that 
performance in symbol-string recognition (2AFC 
paradigm) was significantly lower when the 
distractor string was visually more similar to the 
target. Control of visual similarity between the 
target and the competitor string or between the 
target character and the other characters within 
string or among the set of possible responses 
should help clarifying whether poor VAS 
performance reflects visual similarity effects 
rather than a visual attention deficit. Control of 
visual similarity is also required for familiar 
alphanumeric characters. Some dyslexic children 
have difficulty to discriminate visually similar 
letters (or digits) in isolation [102, 103], which 
might affect letter/digit string processing 
independently of any simultaneous processing 
deficit. This control is further critical when VAS 
tasks are administered to beginning readers who 
have not yet developed efficient letter recognition 
skills [104, 105]. It is worth noting that those 
studies that controlled for single character visual 
identification efficiency reported as accurate and 
fast processing of single letters or symbols in 
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dyslexic participants as in typical readers of the 
same chronological age [55, 61], suggesting that 
poor VAS performance was specific to 
multielement processing.  

 
A third factor that affects letter visibility 

within strings is crowding [60, 106]. Crowding is 
a general property of the visual system that 
extends to all types of visual objects and results 
from feature integration between the target and 
surrounding similar elements [107]. Crowding 
affects letter and digit string processing 
differently than symbol string processing, the 
latter being subject to higher levels of crowding 
[60]. Furthermore, several studies suggest that 
dyslexic individuals suffer from crowding more 
than typical readers of the same age [108, 109, 
110; for a review, see 111]. In the absence of 
control for crowding effects, lower performance 
for symbols than letters/digits in typical readers 
might follow from crowding effects and the lower 
performance of dyslexic individuals on 
alphanumeric characters from excessive 
crowding. Increasing the distance between 
adjacent characters is known to compensate for 
crowding effects. [109, 110, 112]. An increase of 
inter-character spacing in VAS tasks is thus 
required to address the attention-based 
interpretation of performance while minimizing 
crowding effects, which was done in most 
previous studies, but not all [17, 19, 63]. Although 
inter-character spacing was not systematically 
manipulated (see however, [86]), evidence for a 
deficit in conditions of increased spacing [4, 10, 
11, 26, 34, 43, 44, 45, 50] and similar poor 
performance in spatial configurations that 
minimize crowding [55] makes unlikely any 
crowding interpretation of poor dyslexic 
performance on VAS tasks.  

 
Several studies explored whether the poor 

performance of dyslexic children in VAS whole 
report tasks stemmed from limited visual STM 
storage capacity or a limitation in the amount of 
visual attention resources available for 
processing. These studies were carried out within 
the mathematical framework of the Theory of 
Visual Attention (TVA; [113, 114]; for a review 
[115]). A visual processing speed deficit was 
systematically documented in individuals with 
developmental dyslexia as evidence of limited 
attentional resources while a storage capacity 
reduction of visual STM was only found in some 
participants [55, 61, 116, 117]. Interestingly, 
processing speed was similarly reduced in 

dyslexic individuals either using letters or 
symbols as stimuli, as expected following a purely 
visual attention deficit [61]. In typical readers, 
exploration of the relationship between VAS 
performance in letter whole report task, TVA 
parameters and reading revealed that whole report 
VAS performance was modulated by both 
attentional resources and verbal STM capacity 
[12]. However, the amount of attentional 
resources alone predicted reading speed and this 
relationship was mediated by VAS abilities. The 
overall findings suggest that a visual attention 
capacity reduction underlies the VAS deficit in 
developmental dyslexia. Interestingly, the use of 
the TVA framework in adult brain-damaged 
patients showed that similar visual attention 
capacity limitation was associated with neglect, 
simultanagnosia and letter-by-letter reading, that 
is to say with forms of peripheral acquired 
dyslexia that relate to visual attentional 
processing but not to phonological or language 
deficits [118, 119, 120]. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
Although it might be premature to conclude that 
the VAS deficit in developmental dyslexia 
unambiguously reflects poor visual attentional 
processing, most current evidence at both the 
behavioral and neurobiological level speaks in 
favor of a visually-driven rather than a verbal 
deficit. The review further highlights some 
methodological issues that are critical to minimize 
potential effects of crowding, letter 
discrimination, visual complexity and/or visual 
familiarity, thus making interpretation of 
performance on VAS tasks easier. It further 
highlights the fields in which additional evidence 
would be required and makes new predictions that 
might be experimentally addressed to inform the 
debate on the visual versus verbal interpretation 
of the VAS deficit. How VAS performance relates 
to reading skills and the debate on the causal issue 
were considered as outside the scope of the 
present overview.  Clarifying the interpretation of 
VAS performance is a first essential step before 
addressing these critical issues. 
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Papers investigating verbal and non-verbal VAS : Comparison Dyslexic and Control groups

Study Characteristics of the Task Results

Reference Language Participants Paradigm Strings Time Processing Verbal Non verbal Relationship with

other cognitive skills

Banfi et al. 2018 German 26 DYS - 43 CTL

Children G3-G4

Visual 1-back Letters

Unknown geometrical figures

200ms position DYS = CTL DYS = CTR _______

Castet et al., 2019 French 20 DYS – 20 CTL 

Adults

Non-oral 

report: PR

Letters

Symbols

94ms + 

mask

Identity DYS < CTL DYS < CTL _______

Cheng et al., 2021 Chinese 45 DYS - 43 CTL

Children

8-11 years old

Visual 1-back Chinese characters – digits

Colors – geometrical shapes

200ms identity DYS < CTL DYS=CTL Partial correlation of verbal VAS with

PA (.29), RAN (.55) and verbal STM 

(.27).

Collis et al., 2013 English 19 DYS-23 CTL

Adults

Non-oral

Partial report

Letters – digits

Symbols (% ? < / @...)

93ms +

mask

Identity and 

position

DYS < CTL DYS = CTL _______

Hawelka et al., 

2008

German 18 DYS – 18 CTL

Adults

Visual target

detection

Letters

Pseudo-letters

Estimated Identity DYS = CTL DYS = CTL _______

Lobier et al., 

2012a

French 14 DYS – 109 CTL

Children G4-G5

Categorisation Letters – digits

Pseudo-letters, hiragana 

characters, geometrical

shapes

200ms Category

membership

DYS < CTL DYS < CTL

_______

Ziegler et al., 2010 French 28 DYS – 29 CTL

Children

G3-to-G7

2 AFC 

characters

Letters-digits

Symbols (% ? < / @...)

200ms

+ mask

Identity DYS < CTL DYS = CTL A RAN deficit in the DYS but no PA 

deficit

Papers investigating verbal and non-verbal VAS in typical readers

Chan & Yeung, 

2020

Chinese 101 university

students

Visual 1-Back Letters

Pseudo-letters

200ms Identity and 

position 

_______ _______ _______

Oral Report Letters 200ms Identity _______ _______ _______
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Papers using only non-verbal material : Comparison Dyslexic and Control groups

Study Characteristics of the Task Results

Reference Language Participants Paradigm Strings Time Processing Verbal Non verbal Relationship with
other cognitive skills

Pammer et al. 
2004 Study 2

English 13 DYS – 13 CTL
children

2 AFC 
String recognition

Unfamiliar symbols 100ms + 
mask

Position _______ DYS < CTL Correlation with PA (..52)
but not RAN

Jones et al., 2008 English 19 DYS – 19 CTL
Adults

2 AFC 
String recognition

Unfamiliar symbols 100ms + 
mask

Position _______ DYS < CTL Correlation with RAN (.28)

Yeari et al., 2017
Exp. 1

Hebrew 24 DYS -26 CTL
Adults

2 AFC characters
and strings

Unfamiliar symbols 200ms + 
mask

Identity _______ DYS = CTL _______

Yeari et al., 2017
Expé. 2

Hebrew 16 DYS - 19 CTL
Adults

2 AFC characters
and strings

Unfamiliar symbols 100 or 
200 ms + 
mask

Identity _______ DYS = CTL _______

Zhao et al., 2018a Chinese 57 DYS – 54 CTL
G2 to G6

Visual 1-Back Unfamiliar symbols 200ms Identity _______ DYS < CTL in 
higher grades

_______

Zhao et al., 2018b Chinese 14 DYS – 14 CTL Visual 1-Back Unfamiliar symbols 200ms. Identity _______ DYS < CTL _______

Papers using only non-verbal material in typical readers
Pammer et al., 
2004    Study 1

English 38 children
Primary school

2 AFC 
String recognition

Unfamiliar symbols 100ms +
mask

Position _______ _______ Correlation with PA (..40)
but not RAN

Pammer et al.,  
2005

English 50 adults 2 AFC 
String recognition

Unfamiliar symbols 100ms + 
mask

Position _______ _______ No correlation with digit span

Huang et al., 2019 Chinese 292 participants
G1 to expert 
readers

Visual 1-Back Unfamiliar symbols 200ms Identity _______ _______ _______

Zhao et al., 2017 Chinese 58 adults Visual 1-Back Unfamiliar symbols 200ms Identity _______ _______ _______
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Papers using only verbal material : Comparison Dyslexic and Control groups

Study Characteristics of the Task Results

Reference Language Participants Paradigm Strings Time Processing Verbal Non verbal Relationship with other cognitive skills

Bosse et al., 2007
Study 1

French 68 DYS – 55 CTL
G5

Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL

_______ No partial correlations with PA

Bosse et al., 2007
Study 2

French 29 DYS – 23 CTL
G3 to G5

Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL

_______ No partial correlation with PA except spoonerism

Chen et al., 2019 Chinese 25 DYS – 25 CTL
G5

Oral report: 
GR

Letters –
Radicals -Digits

200ms Identity DYS < CTL _______ No partial correlations with PA or RAN

Germano et al., 
2014

Brazilian
Portuguese

33 DYS – 33 CTL
G3 to G6

Oral report: 
GR 

Letters 200ms identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL

_______ No correlation with PA 
Significant correlations with form constancy (.55)

Hawelka et al., 
2005

German 15 DYS – 15 CTL
G9

Non-Oral PR Digits Estimated Identity & 
position

DYS < CTL _______ No correlation with PA but with RAN (.37)

Hawelka et al., 
2006

German 12 DYS – 14 CTL
Adults

Non-Oral PR Letters Estimated Identity & 
position

DYS < CTL _______ _______

Lallier et al., 2014 Spanish-
French

9 DYS- 9 CTL
G5

Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity DYS < CTL _______ No correlation with PA

Lassus-Sangosse
et al., 2008

French 26 DYS – 13 CTL.    
G5

Oral report: 
GR

Letters 200ms Identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL

_______ _______

Prado et al., 2007 French 14 DYS- 14 CTL Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms identity DYS < CTL _______ A PA deficit in DYS

Saksida et al., 
2016

French 164 DYS -118 CTL.    
G3 to G7

Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity DYS < CTL _______ Correlation with phonological accuracy (PA accuracy
and digit span) and phonological speed (mainly RAN)

Valdois et al. 
2012

French 22 DYS- 22 CTL
G4-G5

Oral report: 
GR

Letters, digits, 
colors

200ms identity DYS < CTL
for  letters and digits

_______ No PA or verbal STM deficit in the DYS participants

Valdois et al. 
2021

French 162 DYS -119 CTL.     
G6

Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL

_______ Partial correlations with PA (from .17 to .27) 
and RAN (.30)

Zoubrinetzky et 
al., 2014

French 71 DYS – 71 CTL
G3 to G7

Oral report: 
GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL

_______ No correlation with PA

Zoubrinetzky et 
al., 2016

French 63 DYS – 63 CTL
G3 to G7

Oral report
GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity A subset of 
DYS < CTL. 

_______ No correlation with PA
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Papers using only verbal material in either DYS or typical readers

Study Characteristics of the Task Results

Reference Language Participants Paradigm Strings Time Processing Verbal Non verbal Relationship with other cognitive skills

Bosse & Valdois

2009

French 417 typical readers

G1, G3 and G5

Oral report 

GR & PR

letters 200ms identity _______ _______ Partial correlations with phoneme deletion and spoonerisms

No corelation with phoneme segmentation and acronyms

Chen et al., 2016 English 105 DYS

Adults

Oral report: 

GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity _______ _______ Correlation with PA (.30); no correlation with verbal STM

De Jong & van den 

Boer, 2021

Dutch 108 typical readers

Children

Oral report:

GR

letters 200ms Identity and 

position

_______ _______ Correlation with serial RAN (from .22 to .37) but no significant

correlation with discrete RAN

Holmes et al., 2014

Study 1

English 85 typical readers

Adults

Non-oral 

partial report

Letters 200ms Position _______ _______ Correlation of partial VAS with PA (.28)

Holmes et al., 2014

Study 2

English 75 typical readers

Adults

Oral report: 

GR & PR

Letters 200ms Identity _______ _______ No correlation of PR with PA

Significant correlation of GR with PA (.29)

Lallier et al., 2015 bilinguals 74 typical readers

G2 or G5

Visual 1-Back Letters 200ms Identity _______ _______ _______

Lobier et al., 2013 French 49 children

G2-G3

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity _______ _______ Correlation with visual STM capacity (.66)

Niolaki et al., 2020 English 258 children

G2-G4

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity _______ _______ Correlation with PA (.25) in advanced spellers and with RAN 

digits (.31) in novice spellers. No correlation with VSTM

Valdois et al., 2019 French 126 children

Kindergarten – G1

Oral report: 

GR & PR

Digits 200ms Identity _______ _______ Partial correlation with PA (.41) but not with verbal STM.

Van den Boer et al., 

2013

Dutch 184 children

G2

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity and 

position

_______ _______ Correlations with PA (.31), verbal STM (.33) and RAN (.20)

Van den Boer et al., 

2014

Dutch 255 children

G4

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity and 

position

_______ _______ Corelation with PA (from .11 to .49), verbal STM (.11 to .49) 

and RAN (from .26 to .42)

Van den Boer et 

al., 2015 Study 1

Dutch 228 children

G2 or G5

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity and 

position

_______ _______ Correlation with PA (from .20 to .33), with verbal STM (.30 to 

.35) and with RAN (.28) but only in Grade 2

Van den Boer et al., 

2015, Study 2

Dutch 255 children

G4

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity and 

position

_______ _______ Correlation with PA (.42), verbal STM (.32) and RAN (.37)

Van den Boer et al., 

2018

Dutch 180 children

G3

Oral report: 

GR

Letters 200ms Identity and 

position

_______ _______ Correlation with PA (from .43 to .44) and RAN (from .20 to .34)
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Papers exploring the neuronal underpinnings of VAS

Study Characteristics of the Task under fMRI Results

Reference Langua
ge

Participants Paradigm Strings Time Processing Verbal Non verbal Neural underpinnings

Lobier et al., 2012 French 14 expert readers
Adults

Categorisation Verbal 
Letters-Digits  
non-verbal 
Pseudo-Letters-
Hiragana 
characters

200ms Category
membership

_______ _______ Specific involvement of the SPLs in multi-element processing
(as compared to single element categorisation).
Similar involvement of the SPLs regardless of stimli type (verbal 
or non-verbal)

Lobier et al., 2014 French 12 DYS with a VAS 
deficit - 12 CTL
Adults

Categorisation --- idem ---- 200ms Category
membership

Accuracy & 
RTs

DYS < CTL

Accuracy
DYS < CTL

Reduced Right SPL activation in the DYS regardless of stimli
type (verbal or non-verbal).

Peyrin et al., 2011 French 12 DYS with a VAS 
deficit - 12 CTL
Children

Categorisation Letters
Geometrical
shapes

180ms Same or 
different
category

_______ _______ Bilateral SPL activation during multi-element processing
Reduced Left SPL activation in DYS than CTLs.

Peyrin et al., 2012 French 1 DYS with a PA deficit
1 DYS with VAS deficit
14 CTL

Categorisation Letters
Geometrical
shapes

180ms Same or 
Different
category

_______ _______ Bilateral SPL underactivation in the participant with a VAS 
deficit (but normal activation of the perisylvian regions).
Normal SPL activation in the DYS participant with a PA deficit
but underactivation of the perisylvian brain regions.

Reilhac et al., 2013 French 12 DYS with VAS 
deficit – 12 CTL
Adults

2 AFC 
String recognition

Letters 200ms Same -
Different DYS < CTL

_______ Reduced activation of the left SPL and left ITG

Valdois et al., 2014 French 
-
Spanish

1 DYS with a VAS 
deficit – 12 CTL

Categorisation Letters
Geometrical
shapes

180ms Same or 
Different
category

_______ _______ Reduced activation of the SPLs and IPLs bilaterally
Significant activation increase of the SPLs following VAS training

Valdois et al., 2019 French 1 DYS with a bilateral
SPL damage

Oral Report 
GR - PR

Letters 200ms Identity DYS < CTL _______ An adult patient with bilateral SPL damage shows poor oral 
report performance in a letter-string processing task


